The formation and breakup of the ''slinky mode'' in a Reversed-Field Pinch ͑RFP͒ is investigated analytically. The slinky mode is a toroidally localized, coherent interference pattern in the magnetic field, which corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. This mode forms, via a series of bifurcations, as a result of the nonlinear coupling of multiple mϭ1 core tearing modes. The slinky mode breaks up via a second series of bifurcations. However, the typical mode amplitude below which slinky breakup is triggered is much smaller than that above which slinky formation occurs. Analytic expressions for the slinky formation and breakup thresholds are obtained in all regimes of physical interest. The locking of the slinky mode to a static error field is also investigated analytically. Either the error field arrests the rotation of the plasma at the reversal surface before the formation of the slinky mode, so that the mode subsequently forms as a nonrotating mode, or the slinky mode forms as a rotating mode and subsequently locks to the error field. Analytic expressions for the locking and unlocking thresholds are obtained in all regimes of physical interest.
I. INTRODUCTION
A reversed-field pinch ͑or RFP͒ is a magnetic fusion device that is similar to a tokamak 1 in many ways. Like a tokamak, the plasma is confined by a combination of a toroidal magnetic field, B , and a poloidal magnetic field, B , in an axisymmetric toroidal configuration. 2 Unlike a tokamak, where B ӷB , the toroidal and poloidal field strengths are comparable, and the RFP toroidal field is largely generated by currents flowing within the plasma. The RFP concept derives its name from the fact that the toroidal magnetic field spontaneously reverses direction in the outer regions of the plasma. This reversal is a consequence of relaxation to a minimum energy state driven by intense magnetohydrodynamical ͑MHD͒ mode activity during the plasma start-up phase.
3 Intermittent, relatively low-level, mode activity maintains the reversal, by dynamo action, throughout the duration of the plasma discharge. As a magnetic fusion concept, the RFP has a number of possible advantages relative to the tokamak. The magnetic field strength at the coils is relatively low, allowing the possibility of a copper coil, as opposed to a superconducting-coil, reactor. Furthermore, the plasma current can, in principle, be increased sufficiently to allow Ohmic ignition, thus negating the need for auxiliary heating systems.
Unlike a tokamak, which can be completely MHD stable, a RFP is characterized by an ever present background level of MHD activity. The dominant MHD instabilities are rotating mϭ1 tearing modes with a range of toroidal modes numbers satisfying n⑀ a ϳO (1) . Here, m is the poloidal mode number, n is the toroidal mode number, ⑀ a ϭa/R 0 , and a and R 0 are the minor and major radii of the plasma, respectively. These modes, which are known as dynamo modes, since they are ultimately responsible for the dynamo action that maintains the field reversal, are generally resonant in the plasma core.
In the Madison Symmetric Torus ͑MST͒, 4,5 the dynamo modes continually execute a so-called sawtooth cycle, in which their typical amplitude gradually increases from a small value, until a critical value is reached at which a rapid global magnetic reconnection event, known as a sawtooth crash, is triggered. After the crash, the mode amplitudes return to their initial values, and the process continues ad infinitum. Note that the dynamo action that maintains the field reversal is only significant during the sawtooth crashes. This intermittency of the MHD dynamo is a common feature of RFPs.
It is often observed that in the early stages of the sawtooth cycle, well before the crash, the dynamo modes in a RFP become locked in phase to form a toroidally localized, rotating magnetic perturbation known as a ''slinky mode. '' 6-8 This mode degrades the plasma confinement, giving rise to a rotating, toroidally localized ''hot spot'' on the plasma facing surface. Slinky modes sometimes lock to static error fields, and, thereby, stop rotating in the laboratory frame. 5, 9 Unfortunately, when this occurs the associated ''hot spots'' also stop rotating and rapidly overheat the plasma facing surface, leading to the influx of impurities into the plasma, and the eventual termination of the discharge. Indeed, the plasma current in many RFPs ͓in particular, the Reversed-Field Experiment ͑RFX͒ 9, 10 ͔ is limited as a direct consequence of the problems associated with locked slinky modes.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the formation and locking of the slinky mode analytically, using techniques that have been employed, with considerable success, to investigate mode coupling and error-field related effects in tokamaks. [11] [12] [13] This is a complementary approach to that of using three-dimensional, nonlinear MHD simulations. 14, 15 In tokamaks, the dominant mode coupling mechanism is that due to toroidicity. 12 However, this coupling mechanism is far less important in RFPs, and is, in fact, neglected alto-gether in this paper. The dominant mode coupling mechanism in RFPs is that due to the nonlinear interaction of different MHD modes inside the plasma. [16] [17] [18] Unfortunately, this type of coupling is far more difficult to analyze than the toroidal coupling that takes place inside tokamaks. In order to make any progress, it is necessary to severely limit the number of modes that are taken into account during the analysis. Hence, in this paper, only the intrinsically unstable mϭ1 tearing modes resonant in the plasma core, and the intrinsically stable 0,1 mode resonant at the reversal surface ͑where B ϭ0) are taken into account, since these modes are judged to play the most significant roles in slinky mode formation and locking events. Note that all of the nonlinear coupling terms in this paper are calculated via quasilinear theory ͑i.e., using liner eigenfunctions-see Appendix A͒. This weakly nonlinear approach is justified during the sawtooth ramp phases, when the highly nonlinear MHD dynamo is not active, but obviously breaks down during the crashes. Indeed, it is easily checked that the nonlinear coupling terms obtained in this paper only represent small corrections to the linear stability of dynamo modes at the typical mode amplitudes required to trigger slinky formation.
There is another major difference between tokamaks and RFPs. Tokamaks generally possess intact, nested magnetic flux surfaces, except during major disruption events. 1 RFPs, on the other hand, only possess intact magnetic flux surfaces in the outer regions of the plasma, and even these flux surfaces are broken up during sawtooth crashes. 18 The magnetic field in the core of a RFP is stochastic in nature, due to the effect of overlapping magnetic islands associated with the dynamo modes. It follows that the nonlinear evolution of these modes cannot be analyzed using standard singlehelicity magnetic island theory ͑i.e., Rutherford island theory 19 ͒. In fact, the only assumption made in this paper regarding the nonlinear evolution of the dynamo modes is that these modes saturate at some level: this level increases gradually during a sawtooth ramp, and decreases abruptly at each sawtooth crash. On the other hand, both the linear and nonlinear evolution of the intrinsically stable 0,1 mode are analyzed using standard single-helicity theory. This approach is justified because the 0,1 rational surface ͑i.e., the reversal surface͒ usually lies in that region of the plasma possessing good magnetic flux surfaces. 18 It is a standard MHD result 11 that 0,0 electromagnetic torques can only develop in those regions of the plasma where the linear equations of marginally stable ideal-MHD break down: i.e., in the layer or island regions centered on the various rational surfaces in the plasma. In this paper, the radial widths of these regions are neglected, so that the 0,0 torque takes the form of a series of radial ␦ functions, centered on the various rational surfaces. In reality, given the extensive island overlap that occurs in the plasma core, the radial distribution of the electromagnetic torque in the core is probably more continuous than this. However, this approximation is unlikely to be a source of significant error.
The plasma pressure is neglected in this paper for a number of reasons. First, finite plasma pressure greatly complicates the analysis of nonlinear mode coupling. Second, since the curvature of magnetic field lines is ''unfavorable'' in RFPs, finite plasma pressure destabilizes resistive interchange modes, 20 which must then be taken into account during the analysis. Finally, and most importantly, plasma pressure is not thought to play a significant role in the formation and locking of slinky modes. Likewise, the finite resistivity of the flux conserving shell is not taken into account in this paper because resistive shell effects are also not thought to play an important role in the formation and locking of slinky modes. 15 This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we investigate the formation of the slinky mode via the nonlinear coupling of multiple mϭ1 core tearing modes. The locking of the slinky mode to a static error field is examined in Sec. III. Finally, the main results of this paper are summarized in Sec. IV. The analysis of the nonlinear coupling between different MHD modes is described in detail in Appendix A. Likewise, the technical details of the analysis of error-field effects are contained in Appendix B.
II. FORMATION OF THE SLINKY MODE

A. Introduction
Consider a large aspect ratio, 21 zero-␤, 22 circular cross section, RFP equilibrium. Suppose that R 0 and a are the major and minor radii of the plasma, respectively. The plasma is assumed to be surrounded by a concentric, closefitting, perfectly conducting shell of minor radius b. In this paper, all calculations are carried out in cylindrical geometry, using the standard coordinates (r,,), where ϵz/R 0 . The plasma equilibrium is described in more detail in Sec. A 1.
The m,n tearing mode is resonant inside the plasma at the m,n rational surface, minor radius r s m,n , which satisfies the resonance condition
where F m,n (r) is given in Sec. A 3. The radial magnetic perturbation associated with an m,n tearing mode is specified by the complex function m,n (r,,,t) ͑see Sec. A 2͒, where
Here, ⌿ m,n is a complex constant that parametrizes the amplitude and phase of the perturbation at the rational surface, and m,n (r) is a real function that determines the variation of the perturbation amplitude across the plasma. These quantities are defined in more detail in Sec. A 3. Note that ⌿ m,n is effectively the reconnected magnetic flux at the m,n rational surface.
It is helpful to write
where ⌿ m,n ϵ͉⌿ m,n ͉ and m,n ϵarg(⌿ m,n ). According to standard MHD theory, the magnetic perturbation associated with the m,n tearing mode corotates with the plasma at the associated rational surface. 11 In this paper, the plasma is assumed to rotate only in the toroidal direction, with angular velocity ⍀(r,t).
Consider the nonlinear coupling of the 1,n through 1,n ϩNϪ1 tearing modes, which are generally resonant in the plasma core, via the 0,1 mode, which is resonant at the reversal surface. The reversal surface ͑i.e., the surface at which the equilibrium toroidal magnetic field reverses direction͒ is usually located close to the plasma boundary. The 1,n through 1,nϩNϪ1 tearing modes are assumed to be intrinsically unstable, with saturated amplitudes ⌿ 1,nϩ j , for jϭ0 to NϪ1. On the other hand, the 0,1 tearing mode is assumed to be intrinsically stable. Incidentally, N ͑i.e., the number of unstable mϭ1 tearing modes͒ is largely determined by the inverse aspect ratio, ⑀ a ϵa/R 0 , of the device. Generally speaking, N⑀ a ϳO(1). The conventional large aspect ratio RFP orderings are ⑀ a Ӷ1 and n⑀ a ϳO(1).
B. Electromagnetic torques
Consider the nonlinear coupling of the 1,nϩ j; 1,nϩj ϩ1; and 0,1 tearing modes, where j lies in the range 0 to NϪ2. According to Eqs. ͑A94͒-͑A96͒, the nonlinear toroidal electromagnetic torques acting in the vicinity of the respective rational surfaces are written:
Equations ͑A100͒ and ͑A103͒ yield
where
͑9͒
and t nϩ j ͑ r ͒ϭЈ ͭ r͑
͑10͒
Here, P denotes a Cauchy principal part, Ј denotes d/dr, and the equilibrium functions B (r), B (r), (r), F m,n (r), G m,n (r), and H m,n (r) are defined in Secs. A 1 and A 3. The quantity ⌿ 0,1 ͑i.e., the 0,1 reconnected flux driven at the reversal surface by the nonlinear interaction of the 1,n ϩ j and 1,nϩ jϩ1 tearing modes͒ can be determined from linear layer physics. This approach is valid as long as the driven island width at the reversal surface is less than the linear layer width ͑see Sec. 
͑11͒
Here, the real quantity E 0,1 ͑n.b., E 0,1 Ͻ0) is the linear tearing stability index for the 0,1 mode ͑see Sec. A 3͒, the complex quantity ⌬ 0,1 is the layer response function for the 0,1 mode ͑see Sec. A 5͒, and nϩ j is the real frequency of the 0,1 mode formed by the nonlinear interaction of the 1,nϩ j and 1,nϩ jϩ1 modes, as seen in a frame of reference corotating with the plasma at the reversal surface. It follows that nϩ j ϭ͑nϩ j ͒⍀͑ r s nϩ j ͒ϩ⍀͑ r s 0,1 ͒Ϫ͑ nϩ jϩ1 ͒⍀͑ r s nϩ jϩ1 ͒.
͑12͒
In this paper, poloidal electromagnetic torques, and the modifications to the plasma poloidal rotation profile induced by such torques, are neglected. In general, poloidal electromagnetic torques are smaller than the corresponding toroidal torques by an inverse aspect ratio, ⑀ a ϭa/R 0 . On the other hand, the moment of inertia of the plasma is much smaller for poloidal rotation than for toroidal rotation. The net result is that the modifications to tearing mode frequencies induced by poloidal torques are of the same order of magnitude as those induced by toroidal torques. Thus, the neglect of poloidal torques is only justified if the plasma is subject to significant poloidal flow damping. 23 This is certainly the case in tokamaks. However, since flow damping is a toroidal effect ͑i.e., it does not occur in a cylinder͒, and toroidal effects tend to be far weaker in RFPs than in tokamaks, it is not obvious that flow damping is sufficiently strong in RFPs to justify the neglect of the poloidal torques. If the assumption of strong poloidal flow damping in RFPs ͑which greatly simplifies the analysis͒ turns out to be incorrect, the analysis presented in this paper can be generalized in a relatively straightforward manner to include the effect of the poloidal torques ͑see Ref. 11͒.
C. Viscous torques
The toroidal electromagnetic torques that develop in the plasma as a consequence of nonlinear mode coupling modify the plasma toroidal rotation profile. Such modifications are opposed by the action of ͑perpendicular͒ plasma viscosity. In steady state, the change induced in the toroidal angular velocity profile, ⌬⍀(r), satisfies
where (r) is the ͑anomalous͒ coefficient of ͑perpendicular͒ plasma viscosity. The plasma toroidal rotation is assumed to be ''clamped'' at the edge, so that
⌬⍀͑a͒ϭ0. ͑14͒
Finally, the toroidal viscous torque that develops in the vicinity of the m,n rational surface takes the form
.
͑15͒
Note that, like the electromagnetic torques, the steady-state viscous torques only develop in the vicinity of the rational surfaces. The assumptions underlying the analysis in this section are described in more detail in Ref. 11 . Note, in particular, that it is possible to generalize the analysis to take account of the fact that tearing modes do not generally corotate with the ion fluid in RFPs without significantly modifying any of the results obtained in this paper.
D. Torque balance
In steady state, the electromagnetic torques that develop in the vicinity of the various coupled rational surfaces in the plasma must be balanced by viscous torques. Solving Eq.
͑13͒ subject to the boundary condition ͑14͒, making use of Eqs. ͑5͒-͑7͒ and Eq. ͑15͒, including the electromagnetic torques generated at the reversal surface by all of the unstable mϭ1 tearing modes, and balancing the electromagnetic and viscous torques at every coupled rational surface, yields ͓where ⍀ * ϵ⍀(r * ) is the plasma angular velocity at the reversal surface͔ is the real frequency of the 0,1 mode formed by the nonlinear coupling of the 1,nϩ j and 1,nϩ j ϩ1 tearing modes, as seen in a frame corotating with the plasma at the reversal surface. Of course,
is the value of nϩ j in the unperturbed plasma. Equations ͑16͒-͑18͒ can be combined to give the following set of coupled torque balance equations: 
͑19͒
for jϭ0 to NϪ2.
E. Two unstable m‫1؍‬ tearing modes: N‫2؍‬
Basic equations
Suppose that only the 1,n and 1,nϩ1 tearing modes are intrinsically unstable: i.e., Nϭ2. Equations ͑16͒-͑19͒ yield the torque balance equation,
where 
Linear analysis
Equations ͑8͒, ͑9͒, and ͑11͒ can be rearranged to give
Here, * is the plasma mass density at the reversal surface, H and V are the hydromagnetic and viscous time scales evaluated at the reversal surface, respectively, and n , P n , ⌿ 1,n , and ⌿ 1,nϩ1 are nondimensional real constants. According to Sec. A 5, in the so-called viscoresistive regime ͑i.e., the most appropriate linear response regime for an Ohmically heated device 13 ͒, the layer response function for the 0,1 mode takes the form
͑38͒
is the L/R time of the resistive layer driven at the reversal surface by the nonlinear coupling of the 1,n and 1,nϩ1 tearing modes. Here,
is the resistive diffusion time scale, evaluated at the reversal surface, and * is the plasma ͑parallel͒ resistivity at radius r * .
Equations ͑20͒, ͑28͒, and ͑37͒ can be combined to give the normalized torque balance equation,
͑43͒
Equation ͑40͒ is very similar to the torque balance equation that governs the behavior of a conventional induction motor. 24 Furthermore, Eq. ͑40͒ is exactly analogous to the torque balance equation which governs the locking of a rotating tearing mode to an error field, 11, 25 and also the equation that governs the locking of two toroidally coupled, differentially rotating, tearing modes in a tokamak. 12, 26 It is easily demonstrated that if n Ͼ1/ͱ27, then Eq. ͑40͒ possesses continuous solutions, whereas if n Ͻ1/ͱ27 then the solutions split into two separate branches. In a RFP ͑as in a tokamak 11 ͒ it is generally expected that n Ӷ1 ͓since the plasma rotation period is generally much less than the L/R time of a resistive layer-see Eq. ͑42͔͒.
In the physically relevant limit n Ӷ1, the two branches of solutions to Eq. ͑40͒ are as follows. On the unlocked branch, which is characterized by n ϳ n (0) , Eq. ͑40͒ reduces to
͑44͒
whereas on the locked branch, which is characterized by n ϳ n n (0) , Eq. ͑40͒ yields
͑45͒
Note that the unlocked branch of solutions ceases to exist for n у⌳ n . ͑46͒
When the ''amplitude'' of the two coupled tearing modes ͑i.e., n ) exceeds the critical value given above, a bifurcation from the unlocked to the locked branch of solutions takes place. Such a bifurcation is termed a locking bifurcation. Note, also, that the locked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
When the mode amplitude falls below the critical value given above, a bifurcation from the locked to the unlocked branch of solutions takes place. Such a bifurcation is termed an unlocking bifurcation. The locking/unlocking phenomenon exhibits considerable hysteresis, since the critical mode amplitude for locking ͓given in Eq. ͑46͔͒ is much greater than the critical amplitude for unlocking ͓given in Eq. ͑47͔͒. Thus, once the mode amplitude has become sufficiently large to induce locking, it must be reduced significantly before unlocking occurs. The bifurcation diagram for the locked/ unlocked branches of solutions is sketched in Fig. 1 .
Nonlinear analysis
Equation ͑40͒ was derived using linear layer physics to calculate the 0,1 reconnected flux driven at the reversal surface by the nonlinear interaction of the 1,n and 1,nϩ1 tearing modes. As discussed in Ref. 13 , this approach is generally appropriate on the unlocked branch of solutions, where n is large, since driven magnetic reconnection at the reversal surface is effectively suppressed by differential plasma rotation ͑parametrized by n ). On the other hand, there is no suppression of magnetic reconnection on the locked branch of solutions, where n is small, so the system can be expected to enter the nonlinear regime once locking has taken place. Note that the locking threshold, Eq. ͑46͒, is not modified by nonlinear effects, since this threshold only depends on the properties of the unlocked branch of solutions. However, in general, the unlocking threshold, Eq. ͑47͒, is modified by nonlinear effects. The nonlinear regime is characterized by the presence of a chain of driven magnetic islands at the reversal surface. The plasma in the vicinity of the reversal surface cannot flow across the magnetic separatrix associated with this island chain, so in the nonlinear regime there arises a no-slip constraint, which demands that the driven island chain at the reversal surface must corotate exactly with the plasma at this surface. 11, 13 The no-slip constraint gives
on the locked branch of solutions. On the locked branch of solutions, the 0, 1 reconnected flux driven at the reversal surface by the nonlinear interaction of the 1,n and 1,nϩ1 tearing modes is determined by the Rutherford island equation, ͑A37͒, which yields 
and use has been made of Eq. ͑48͒. Of course, sgn(P n ) ϭϮ1 as P n ѥ0.
The torque balance equation ͑20͒ reduces to
on the locked branch of solutions. It is easily demonstrated that all solutions characterized by ͉⌬ n ͉Ͼ/2 are dynamically unstable.
11
In steady state, Eqs. ͑49͒ and ͑51͒ yield
Note that the locked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
When the mode amplitude, n , falls below this critical value an unlocking bifurcation takes place. In this simple example, the unlocking threshold ͑54͒ predicted by nonlinear theory is the same as the threshold ͑47͒ predicted by linear theory. In general, however, this is not the case, and the correct unlocking threshold is that predicted by nonlinear theory. Note, finally, that in the strongly locked limit, in which the mode amplitude lies well above the unlocking threshold, Eq. ͑53͒ gives ⌬ n Ӎ0. ͑55͒
Mode structure
In order to understand the significance of the constraint n ϭ0, which characterizes the locked branch of solutions, it is necessary to calculate the plasma angular velocities at the 1,n and 1,nϩ1 rational surfaces after locking. Equation
on the locked branch of solutions, where
͑58͒
The above expressions suggest that locking is associated with a slight redistribution of the plasma toroidal angular momentum interior to the reversal surface ͑since n ϳ⍀ n (0) ϳ⍀ nϩ1 (0) and L n ϳnM n ). In other words, the locking process is not, in general, associated with a dramatic change in the core plasma rotation.
According to Eqs. ͑2͒ and ͑3͒, the radial magnetic perturbation associated with the saturated 1,n and 1,nϩ1 tearing modes resonant in the plasma core is characterized by ͑r,,,t͒ϭ⌿ 1,n 1,n ͑ r ͒e i͓Ϫnϩ 0 1,n ϩn⍀ n t͔
Here, the contribution of the nonlinearly driven 0,1 mode is neglected, since ⌿ 0,1
. On the locked branch of solutions, the above expression reduces to ͑r,,,t͒ϭ͕A n ͑ r ͒ϩA nϩ1 ͑ r ͒e
and use has been made of Eqs. ͑48͒ and ͑55͒-͑57͒. Here, it is assumed that the mode amplitude lies well above the unlocking threshold. It follows that
͑64͒
Note that the amplitude of the perturbed radial magnetic field possesses an nϭ1 modulation that corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface ͓see Eq. ͑63͔͒. Within this relatively slowly rotating nϭ1 envelope, the field exhibits high-n, high-frequency oscillations ͑assuming, as seems reasonable, that the plasma core rotates far more rapidly than the plasma at the reversal surface͒. Admittedly, the amplitude of the radial magnetic perturbation also exhibits an nϭ1 modulation on the unlocked branch of solutions. However, this modulation rotates at an angular velocity, which is, in general, not related to the angular velocity of the plasma at the reversal surface. Clearly, the only difference between the locked and unlocked branches of solutions is that the nϭ1 modulation is forced to corotate with the plasma at the reversal surface on the former branch of solutions, but is free to rotate with any angular velocity on the latter branch. However, as will soon become apparent, when there are more than two unstable mϭ1 tearing modes resonant in the plasma core the distinction between the unlocked and locked branches of solutions becomes far more significant.
F. Many unstable m‫1؍‬ tearing modes: N>2
Basic equations
Suppose that all of the 1,nϩ j tearing modes are intrinsically unstable, where jϭ0, NϪ1, and NϾ2. Equations ͑16͒-͑19͒ yield the coupled torque balance equations,
for jϭ0, NϪ2, plus
for jϭ0, NϪ1.
Linear analysis
On the unlocked branch of solutions, where linear analysis remains valid, the coupled torque balance equations reduce to
for jϭ0, NϪ2. Here,
can only be solved analytically for the nϩ j when NϽ4. 25 However, the numerical solution of these equations is fairly straightforward. A locking bifurcation is indicated by the sudden disappearance of the physical root of Eq. ͑67͒ as the mode amplitudes, nϩ j , are gradually increased. If the 1,nϩl and 1,nϩlϩ1 modes are locked ͑where l lies in the range 0, NϪ2), but the remaining modes are unlocked, then Eq. ͑67͒ are modified by allowing nϩ1 →0 while nϩl 2 / nϩl remains finite. In this manner, it is possible to obtain the equations governing the further locking of any combination of locked and unlocked mϭ1 modes.
Nonlinear analysis
Consider the fully locked state, in which the 1,n to 1,n ϩNϪ1 modes are all locked together. It follows that nϩ j ϭ0, ͑70͒
for jϭ0, NϪ2. In steady state, the Rutherford island equation, ͑A37͒, gives
where n and ⌬ n are defined in Eqs. ͑31͒ and ͑50͒, respectively. The above expression can be combined with the torque balance equations ͑65͒ to give 1ϭ 1
for jϭ0, NϪ2. Equation ͑72͒ can only be solved analytically for the ⌬ nϩ j when NϽ3. However, the numerical solution of these equations is fairly straightforward. An unlocking bifurcation is indicated by the sudden disappearance of the physical root of Eq. ͑72͒ as the mode amplitudes, nϩ j , are gradually decreased. If the 1,nϩl mode unlocks ͑where l lies in the range 1,NϪ2), but the other modes remain locked, then Eq. ͑72͒ are modified by neglecting the equations corresponding to jϭlϪ1 and jϭl, and letting nϩlϪ1 , nϩl →0 in the remaining equations. If the 1,n mode unlocks, but the other modes remain locked, then Eq. ͑72͒ are modified by neglecting the first equation, and letting n →0 in the remaining equations. Finally, if the 1,nϩNϪ1 mode unlocks, but the other modes remain locked, then Eq. ͑72͒ are modified by neglecting the last equation, and letting nϩNϪ2 →0 in the remaining equations. In this manner, it is possible to obtain the equations governing the further unlocking of any combination of locked and unlocked mϭ1 modes.
Note that in the strongly locked limit, in which the mode amplitudes lie well above the unlocking threshold, Eq. ͑72͒ yield
for jϭ0, NϪ2.
Mode structure
According to Eqs. ͑65͒ and ͑66͒, in the fully locked state the angular velocities of the plasma at the various coupled mϭ1 rational surfaces are given by
for jϭ0, NϪ1. Here,
for j, k in the range 0 to NϪ2. Again, it is clear that locking is, in general, associated with a slight redistribution of the plasma toroidal angular momentum interior to the reversal surface ͑since nϩ j (0) ϳ⍀ nϩk (0) and L nϩ j ϳnM nϩk ).
The radial magnetic perturbation associated with the fully locked state is characterized by
where use has been made of Eqs. ͑70͒, ͑73͒, and ͑74͒. Here, it is assumed that the mode amplitudes lie well above the unlocking threshold. The A n and * are defined in Eqs. ͑61͒ and ͑63͒, respectively. Furthermore,
for jϭ1, NϪ1. It follows that
͑79͒
Note that the amplitude of the perturbed radial magnetic field possesses a toroidal modulation that corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface ͓see Eq. ͑63͔͒. Within this relatively slowly rotating envelope, the field exhibits high-n, high-frequency oscillations ͑assuming, again, that the plasma core rotates far more rapidly than the plasma at the reversal surface͒. The N coupled mϭ1 modes add coherently, so that
at a single toroidal angle, specified by * ϭ0, which also corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. In general, if the modes are unlocked, or only partially locked, then they add incoherently throughout the plasma, so that
Thus, the peak mode amplitude in the fully locked state is roughly ͱN times that in the unlocked state.
The structure of the slowly rotating envelope that characterizes the fully locked state can be elucidated by making the simplifying assumption that A nϩ j ϭA n for jϭ0, NϪ1. In this case, ͉͑r,,,t ͉͒ϭA n ͱ 1Ϫcos N * 1Ϫcos * .
͑82͒
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , there is a single primary maximum, located at * ϭ0, at which ͉͉ϭN A n . There are NϪ1 minima, located at * ϭ j2/N, for jϭ1, NϪ1, at which ͉͉ϭ0. Finally, there are NϪ2 secondary maxima, located at * Ӎ(2 jϪ1)/N, for jϭ2, NϪ1, at which ͉͉ϳA n . The angular width of the primary maximum is 4/N.
It is clear that in situations where there are many unstable mϭ1 tearing modes, resonant in the plasma core, mode locking gives rise to the formation of a toroidally localized, coherent, interference pattern in the perturbed magnetic field, which corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. The toroidal angular width of this interference pattern is determined solely by the number of locked mϭ1 modes. The interference pattern forms a relatively slowly rotating envelope within which the magnetic field exhibits high-n, high-frequency oscillations ͑assuming, as seems reasonable, that the plasma core rotates far more rapidly than the plasma at the reversal surface͒. The nature of these highfrequency oscillations is determined by the core plasma rotation, as well as the toroidal mode numbers of the constituent mϭ1 tearing modes. Note, in particular, that the occurrence of a slowly rotating magnetic interference pattern does not necessarily imply that the plasma core is slowly rotating.
The magnetic interference pattern described above is identified with the so-called ''slinky mode,'' which has been observed both experimentally [6] [7] [8] and in numerical simulations. 14, 15 G. Effect of enhanced core viscosity
Introduction
In the above analysis, it is tacitly assumed that the ͑anomalous͒ perpendicular viscosity in the plasma core is not dramatically different to that in the vicinity of the reversal surface. In reality, the dominant contribution to the radial momentum transport in a RFP comes from free streaming along stochastic magnetic field lines generated by the overlapping mϭ1 magnetic island chains in the plasma core. 27, 28 However, the magnetic field is not generally expected to be stochastic in the outer regions of the plasma ͑except during sawtooth relaxation events͒. 18 Hence, it is probable that the viscosity in the plasma core is significantly enhanced, due to the presence of the saturated mϭ1 tearing modes, with respect to that at the reversal surface. In order to more fully understand the effect of such an enhancement on the formation of the slinky mode, this section considers an extreme case in which the viscosity in the plasma core is taken to be infinite. To be more exact, (r) is assumed to be infinite in the region rϽr c , where r nϩNϪ1 Ͻr c Ͻr * . Of course, the viscosity is assumed to be finite in the region r c ϽrϽa. As before, the N unstable mϭ1 tearing modes have toroidal mode numbers in the range n to nϩNϪ1.
Since the viscosity in the plasma core is effectively infinite, it is only sensible to assume that in the unperturbed state the plasma core rotates toroidally as a rigid body. It follows that
for jϭ1, NϪ2, where
For the case of infinite core viscosity, Eqs. ͑25͒-͑27͒ reduce to
for jϭ0, NϪ2, and
for jϭ1, NϪ1, where
Thus, Eqs. ͑28͒ and ͑66͒ imply that
for jϭ1, NϪ1: i.e., the plasma core continues to rotate toroidally as a rigid body in the presence of nonlinear electromagnetic torques. Furthermore,
for jϭ0, NϪ2, where
Linear analysis
In the presence of a strongly enhanced core viscosity, the NϪ1 torque balance equations ͑67͒ become identical. It follows that the unlocked branch of solutions is governed by a single torque balance equation of the form
where n is defined in Eq. ͑41͒, and
͑93͒
The core plasma rotation velocity, ⍀ n , is related to n via
According to Eq. ͑92͒, the unlocked branch of solutions ceases to exist for When the left-hand side of the above expression exceeds the right-hand side, a bifurcation takes place in which the 1,n through 1,nϩNϪ1 core tearing modes simultaneously lock together. Of course, n ϭ0 in the locked state. The great simplification of simultaneous, as opposed to piecemeal, locking occurs because the enhanced core viscosity forces the mϭ1 tearing modes resonant in the plasma core to rotate toroidally with the same phase velocity. Note that the locking threshold ͑95͒ only depends on the unenhanced plasma viscosity in the outer regions of the plasma ͓through the parameter L c -see Eq. ͑88͔͒.
Nonlinear analysis
Consider the locked branch of solutions, on which n ϭ0. In the presence of strongly enhanced core viscosity, the NϪ1 torque balance equations ͑72͒ yield
for jϭ0, NϪ2. It follows that the locked branch of solutions is governed by a single torque balance equation of the form
where n is defined in Eq. ͑42͒. According to Eq. ͑97͒, the locked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
When the right-hand side of the above expression exceeds the left-hand side, a bifurcation takes place in which the 1,n through 1,nϩNϪ1 core tearing modes simultaneously unlock. As usual, there is strong hysteresis in the locking/ unlocking process, since the locking threshold ͑95͒ is much less than the unlocking threshold ͑98͒ when both are expressed in terms of the typical amplitude of a saturated m ϭ1 tearing mode in the plasma core. Note that the unlocking threshold ͑98͒ also only depends on the unenhanced plasma viscosity in the outer regions of the plasma ͓through the parameter L c -see Eq. ͑88͔͒.
In the strongly locked limit, in which the left-hand side of Eq. ͑98͒ greatly exceeds the right-hand side, the torque balance equation ͑97͒ yields ⌬ n Ӎ0. ͑99͒
Mode structure
On the locked branch of solutions, where n ϭ0, Eq. ͑94͒ gives ⍀ n ϭ⍀ * : ͑100͒
i.e., after locking, the whole plasma core corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. Clearly, in marked contrast to the cases discussed previously, mode locking in the presence of enhanced core viscosity is associated with a significant reduction in the toroidal angular momentum of the plasma interior to the reversal surface ͑assuming that the plasma core is initially rotating much faster than the outer regions of the plasma͒. The radial magnetic perturbation associated with the N saturated mϭ1 tearing modes in the plasma core is specified by ͑r,,,t͒ϭ ͩ ͚ jϭ0
NϪ1
A nϩ j ͑ r ͒e
where the A nϩ j (r) are defined in Eqs. ͑61͒ and ͑78͒, and use has been made of Eq. ͑89͒. Note that on the unlocked branch of solutions the modes do not, in general, add coherently, despite that fact that they rotate with the same phase velocity, because the stationary phases, 0 1,nϩ j , are randomly distributed. On the locked branch of solutions, the above expression simplifies to
͑102͒
where * (,t) is defined in Eq. ͑63͒, and use has been made of Eqs. ͑99͒ and ͑100͒. Here, it is assumed that the 1,n through 1,nϩNϪ1 tearing modes are strongly locked. By analogy with the discussion in Sec. II F, it is clear that the correlation in the stationary phases of the mϭ1 tearing modes associated with locking ͓see Eq. ͑99͔͒ gives rise to the development of a toroidally localized, coherent, interference pattern in the perturbed magnetic field that corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. As before, the toroidal angular width of this pattern, which is approximately 4/N, is determined solely by the number of locked mϭ1 modes. However, unlike the previous case, there are no high-frequency, high-n oscillations contained within the interference pattern, since the constituent mϭ1 modes all rotate toroidally with the same phase velocity as the pattern itself. Of course, this toroidally localized interference pattern is again identified with the ''slinky mode.'' Note that, in the presence of enhanced core viscosity, the observation of a slowly rotating slinky mode does necessarily imply that the plasma core is slowly rotating.
Discussion
The above analysis demonstrates that enhanced core viscosity significantly modifies the locking process by forcing the saturated mϭ1 tearing modes in the plasma core to always rotate with identical phase velocities. This, in turn, forces the plasma core to corotate with the plasma at the reversal surface after locking has occurred. Thus, in general, there is a significant reduction in the core toroidal rotation after locking. On the other hand, in the absence of enhanced core viscosity, the locking bifurcation is only associated with a slight redistribution in the plasma toroidal angular momentum interior to the reversal surface. In this case, there is no significant reduction in the core rotation after locking. The core viscosity also affects the nature of the slinky mode. In the absence of enhanced core viscosity, the slinky mode forms a toroidally localized, slowly rotating envelope within which high-frequency, high-n oscillations, controlled by the core plasma rotation, take place. However, there are no such oscillations in the presence of enhanced core viscosity.
A careful examination of Eqs. ͑25͒-͑27͒, ͑74͒, and ͑75͒ demonstrates that the core viscosity can only be regarded as being enhanced, provided that
where n is the typical core viscosity, * is the typical viscosity at the reversal surface, and n is the typical toroidal mode number of a saturated mϭ1 tearing mode. Conversely, the core viscosity cannot be regarded as being enhanced whenever n Ӷn * .
͑104͒
As an added complication, since the core viscosity is largely generated by magnetic stochasticity associated with the saturated mϭ1 tearing modes in the plasma core, the level of enhancement is almost certainly a strongly increasing function of the amplitudes of these modes. Thus, the enhancement level may change systematically during a sawtooth relaxation cycle. It may also differ significantly from machine to machine, and also between different modes of operation on the same machine. Incidentally, in the presence of enhanced core viscosity it is not necessary to invoke strong poloidal flow damping to justify the neglect of the poloidal torques. Since these torques are only capable of modifying the plasma rotation interior to the core ͑i.e., for rϽr nϩNϪ1 ), they are naturally rendered ineffective by enhanced core viscosity.
III. LOCKING OF THE SLINKY MODE
A. Introduction
Consider the locking of the slinky mode to a static error field, a process by which the mode rotation is arrested in the laboratory frame. Since the rotation of the slinky mode is entirely determined by the plasma rotation velocity at the reversal surface ͑see Sec. II͒, it is natural to concentrate on the effect of a 0,1 error field, which is resonant at this surface. There are two possibilities. Either the error field arrests the rotation of the plasma at the reversal surface before the formation of the slinky mode, so that the mode subsequently forms as a locked ͑i.e., nonrotating͒ mode, or the slinky mode forms as a rotating mode that subsequently locks to the error field. In the following, these two possibilities are considered separately.
B. Locking of the reversal surface to a static error field
Basic equations
The dispersion relation for the 0,1 mode in the presence of a 0,1 error field, but in the absence of a slinky mode, takes the form ͓see Appendix B and Eq. ͑11͔͒ 
͑105͒
Here, the complex quantity ⌬ 0,1 is the layer response function for the 0,1 mode ͑see Appendix A 5͒, * is the frequency of the static error field, as seen in a frame of reference that corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface, the real quantity E 0,1 ͑n.b., E 0,1 Ͻ0) is the tearing stability index for the 0,1 mode ͑see Appendix A 3͒, and the complex quantity C 0,1 specifies the amplitude and phase of the 0,1 error field at the reversal surface ͑see Appendix B͒. It follows that
where ⍀ * is the plasma toroidal angular velocity at the reversal surface.
The toroidal electromagnetic torque exerted at the reversal surface by the error field is written ͓see Eq. ͑B6͔͒
Balancing this torque against the viscous restoring torque that develops at the reversal surface ͑calculated according to the prescription of Sec. II C͒, yields the torque balance equation,
and T * 
where ⍀ * (0) is the value of the toroidal angular velocity of the plasma at the reversal surface in the unperturbed state. The plasma angular velocity inside the reversal surface is simply given by
Note that none of the nonlinear frequencies, nϩ j , defined in Eq. ͑12͒, are affected by the modification to the plasma toroidal rotation profile induced by a 0,1 error field.
Linear analysis
It follows from Eqs. ͑105͒ and ͑107͒ that
where H and V are defined in Eqs. ͑29͒ and ͑30͒, respectively, and
Here, F * Ј is defined in Eq. ͑34͒.
Using the explicit form ͑37͒ for the layer response function, the torque balance equation ͑108͒ can be written as 1 4
where use has been made of Eq. ͑112͒, and
Here, * is defined in Eq. ͑38͒. Equation ͑114͒ is, of course, the standard induction motor equation ͓see Eq. ͑40͔͒. In the physically relevant limit * Ӷ1, there are two branches of solutions ͑see the discussion in Sec. II E͒. On the unlocked branch, there is substantial plasma rotation at the reversal surface, which effectively suppresses any error-field driven magnetic reconnection, whereas on the locked branch the plasma rotation at the reversal surface is arrested, and a nonrotating, error-field driven, magnetic island chain forms. The unlocked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
A locking bifurcation ͑i.e., a bifurcation from the unlocked to the locked branches͒ takes place when the error-field amplitude ͑i.e., C 0,1 ) exceeds the critical value given above. Likewise, the locked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
͑119͒
An unlocking bifurcation ͑i.e., a bifurcation from the locked to the unlocked branches͒ takes place when the error-field amplitude falls below the critical value given above. As always, there is considerable hysteresis in the locking process, since the critical error-field amplitude for locking ͓given in Eq. ͑118͔͒ is much greater than that for unlocking ͓given in Eq. ͑119͔͒.
Nonlinear analysis
On the locked branch of solutions, the no-slip constraint ͑see the discussion in Sec. II E͒ demands that * ϭ0. ͑120͒
In other words, the plasma rotation at the reversal surface is completely arrested after locking. According to Eq. ͑B27͒, C 0,1 can be written as
where c 0,1 is a real positive parameter, specified by Eq. ͑B28͒, and ⌿ gap 0,1 is a complex parameter that determines the amplitude and phase of the 0,1 error field leaking through the gaps in the conducting shell. Let
where ⌿ gap 0,1 ϵ͉⌿ gap 0,1 ͉, and gap 0,1 ϵarg(⌿ gap 0,1 ).
On the locked branch of solutions, the 0,1 reconnected flux driven by the error field at the reversal surface is determined by the Rutherford island equation ͑A37͒, which yields 
͑126͒
When the error-field amplitude, C 0,1 , falls below this critical value, an unlocking bifurcation takes place.
The unlocking threshold ͑127͒ predicted by nonlinear theory is the same as the threshold ͑119͒ predicted by linear theory. However, as discussed in Sec. II E, this is somewhat fortuitous. In general, the correct unlocking threshold is that predicted by nonlinear theory. On the other hand, the locking threshold ͑118͒ predicted by linear theory is generally correct.
In the strongly locked limit, in which the error-field amplitude lies well above the unlocking threshold, Eq. ͑126͒ yields ⌬ *
Ӎ0. ͑128͒
C. Formation of a locked slinky mode
Basic equations
Consider the formation of a slinky mode when the reversal surface is strongly locked to a static error field ͑i.e., when * ϭ⌬ * ϭ0). The presence of an error-field-driven, locked magnetic island chain at the reversal surface precludes the use of linear response theory. However, the Rutherford island equation yields
Furthermore, the nonlinear electromagnetic torques exerted inside the plasma can be written as
for jϭ0, NϪ2, where use has been made of Eqs. ͑8͒ and ͑9͒.
Slinky mode formation
It follows from Eq. ͑129͒ that
is the width of the error-field-driven island chain at the reversal surface.
Thus,
Note that the nonlinear electromagnetic torques T nϩ j oscillate in time. In this paper, however, it is assumed that the plasma is sufficiently viscous that it only responds to the steady components of these torques, which is equivalent to the assumption that the plasma continues to rotate uniformly in the presence of the oscillating nonlinear torques ͑i.e., the frequencies nϩ j remain constant in time͒. This approximation, which is discussed in more detail in Refs. 11 and 13, is justified, provided that
for jϭ0, NϪ2, as is likely to be the case in all conventional RFP plasmas. According to the above discussion, the nonlinear torque T nϩ j can effectively be replaced by its time-averaged value: i.e.,
Now, from linear response theory, the nonlinear torques on the unlocked branch of solutions can be written as
Here, use has been made of Eqs. ͑28͒, ͑37͒, and ͑38͒. Furthermore,
is the linear layer width at the reversal surface ͓see Eq. ͑A40͔͒. It is clear, from a comparison of Eqs. ͑139͒ and ͑140͒, that the only difference between linear and nonlinear response theory, at the reversal surface, is that the linear layer width ␦ * is replaced by the modified island width IW C in the latter case.
The above insight allows Eq. ͑67͒, which govern the formation of the slinky mode, to be generalized in a fairly straightforward manner to give
Note that, in general, the formation of the slinky mode is somewhat inhibited when the reversal surface is locked to a static error field ͑i.e., the mode amplitudes nϩ j must be made slightly larger in order to trigger slinky mode formation͒.
For the special case of enhanced core viscosity, the slinky formation criterion ͑95͒ generalizes to
Slinky mode breakup
Equation ͑72͒, which govern the breakup of the slinky mode, generalize in a fairly obvious manner when the reversal surface is strongly locked to a static error field to give 1ϭ 1
For the special case of enhanced core viscosity, the above expression reduces to
͑147͒
As is easily demonstrated, the criterion for the breakup of the slinky mode is written as
in the limit C 0,1 Ӷ ͚ jϭ0 NϪ2 nϩ j , which is the same as the breakup criterion found previously ͓see Eq. ͑98͔͒. However, in the limit C 0,1
NϪ2 nϩ j the breakup criterion becomes
. ͑149͒
Note that, in general, the breakup of the slinky mode is somewhat inhibited when the reversal surface is locked to a static error field ͑i.e., the mode amplitudes nϩ j must be made slightly smaller in order to trigger slinky mode breakup͒.
D. Locking of a slinky mode to a static error field
Basic equations
Consider the interaction of a rotating slinky mode whose constituent mϭ1 modes are strongly locked together ͑i.e., nϩ j ϭ⌬ nϩ j ϭ0, for jϭ0, NϪ2) with a static 0,1 error field that is not sufficiently strong to arrest the plasma rotation at the reversal surface in the absence of a slinky mode. It follows that * 0 ͑initially͒. The presence of a nonlinearly driven, rotating magnetic island chain at the reversal surface precludes the use of linear response theory. However, the Rutherford island equation yields
͑150͒
Furthermore, the toroidal electromagnetic torque exerted at the reversal surface is written as
The frequency * , which parametrizes the plasma rotation at the reversal surface, is determined by the torque balance equation ͑108͒.
Mode locking
and
It follows from Eq. ͑150͒ that
is the width of the nonlinearly driven island chain at the reversal surface. Equation ͑155͒ yields
͑158͒
Note that the locking torque T * oscillates in time. As before, it is assumed that the plasma is sufficiently viscous that it only responds to the steady component of this torque. This approximation is justified, provided that
as is likely to be the case in all conventional RFP plasmas. According to the above discussion, the locking torque T * can effectively be replaced by its time-averaged value: i.e.,
Hence, the torque balance equation ͑108͒ reduces to
It is easily seen, from the above expression, that the unlocked branch of solutions ceases to exist for
When the error-field amplitude ͑i.e., C 0,1 ) exceeds the critical value given above a locking bifurcation ͑i.e., a bifurcation from the unlocked to the locked branch of solutions͒ takes place. Of course, on the locked branch of solutions both the plasma rotation at the reversal surface and the rotation of the slinky mode are arrested.
Note that the locking criterion given in Eq. ͑162͒ is similar to that found previously in Eq. ͑118͒, except that the linear layer width ␦ * is replaced by the modified island width IW in the former case. The generalized locking criterion, which accounts for the locking of the reversal surface by a 0, 1 error field both in the absence and in the presence of a rotating slinky mode, is written as
Note that, in general, the locking of the reversal surface is somewhat inhibited in the presence of a rotating slinky mode ͑i.e., the error-field amplitude C 0,1 must be made slightly larger in order to trigger locking͒.
Mode unlocking
On the locked branch of solutions, where * ϭ0, the Rutherford island equation reduces to
Furthermore, the torque balance equation takes the form given in Eq. ͑125͒. In steady state, these equations yield
͑166͒
As is easily demonstrated, the criterion for the unlocking of the slinky mode is written
, which is the same as the criterion found previously ͓see Eq. ͑127͔͒. However, in the limit ͚ jϭ0 NϪ2 nϩ j ӷC 0,1 the unlocking criterion becomes
Note that, in general, the unlocking of the reversal surface is somewhat inhibited in the presence of a locked slinky mode ͑i.e., the error-field amplitude C 0,1 must be made slightly smaller in order to trigger unlocking͒.
E. The toroidal locking angle
Consider a slinky mode whose constituent mϭ1 modes are strongly locked together ͑i.e., nϩ j ϭ⌬ nϩ j ϭ0, for j ϭ0, NϪ2). Suppose that the mode is, in turn, strongly locked to a 0, 1 error field ͑i.e., * ϭ⍀ * ϭ⌬ * ϭ0). Recall, from Sec. II F, that the magnetic perturbation associated with a slinky mode is strongly peaked at the toroidal angle,
obtained from setting * to zero-see Eq. ͑63͒. However, it follows from Eq. ͑124͒ that lock ϭ gap 0,1 , ͑170͒
since ⌬ * ϭ0 for a strongly locked mode, where gap 0,1 is defined in Eq. ͑122͒.
The dominant error-field source in a RFP is usually a 1,0 field arising from the mismatch between the ''vertical'' magnetic fields interior and exterior to the shell. Of course, the plasma experiences this field filtered through the gaps in the shell. Suppose that the mismatched ''vertical'' field is of magnitude B v , and is directed toward poloidal angle v . In this paper, ϭ0 corresponds to the inboard midplane. Thus, v ϭϮ/2 corresponds to a true vertical field, whereas v ϭ0, corresponds to a horizontal field. Suppose, for example, that the flux-conserving shell contains two vacuum gaps: a poloidal gap, extending from ϭ g Ϫ⌬/2 to ϭ g ϩ⌬/2, and a toroidal gap, extending from ϭ g Ϫ⌬/2 to ϭ g ϩ⌬/2. The gaps are both assumed to be thin: i.e., ⌬,⌬Ӷ. It follows from Eqs. ͑122͒, ͑170͒, and ͑B31͒ that
in this case. Thus, the slinky mode only locks to the poloidal gap ͑i.e., lock ϭ g ) when the ''vertical'' error field points toward the toroidal gap ͑i.e., when v ϭ g ). If there is a mismatch between the direction of the ''vertical'' error field and the poloidal location of the toroidal gap, then there is a corresponding mismatch between the locking angle of the slinky mode and the toroidal location of the poloidal gap.
F. Locked mode alleviation
Slinky modes are generally associated with a significant increase in the plasma radial heat transport. Naturally, this confinement degradation tends to be strongly peaked at the toroidal localization angle of the perturbed magnetic field. Thus, a slinky mode gives rise to a toroidally localized anomalous heat flux out of the plasma, whose toroidal position corotates with the mode. This heat flux is not generally problematic, as long as the slinky mode remains rotating, since the heat load is spread over a relatively large area of the plasma facing surface. However, if the mode locks to an error field, and, thereby, ceases to rotate, the heat load becomes concentrated on a relatively small area, which, almost invariably, leads to overheating, the influx of impurities into the plasma, and the premature termination of the discharge. 9 There are two obvious methods by which the problems associated with a locked slinky mode can be alleviated. The first method is to cancel out the error field that is responsible for the locking, using a second, deliberately created, static error field, thereby allowing the slinky mode to unlock, and, hence, rotate ͑rapidly͒. The second method is to ͑slowly͒ rotate the locking position of the slinky mode using a deliberately created, rotating error field. 29 These two approaches are considered separately below.
The accidentally produced error field that is responsible for locking the slinky mode is assumed to be a 1, 0 ''vertical'' field of the type discussed in Sec. III E. Suppose that the second, deliberately produced error field, which is used to alleviate the locking problems, is a 0, 1 perturbation. This is a natural choice, since it is the 0, 1 component of the error field that is responsible for the locking problems in the first place. In vacuum, the radial component of the second ''control'' field, at the shell radius b, is assumed to attain its maximum amplitude B c at toroidal angle c . Of course, the plasma experiences both error fields filtered through the gaps in the conducting shell. It follows from Appendix B 6 that
where f is the area fraction of gaps in the conducting shell. According to Eq. ͑121͒, the normalized amplitude of the 0,1 error field at the reversal surface can be written as
where B v ϭbB v /r * 2 F * Ј and B c ϭbB c /r * 2 F * Ј . Here, B v and B c are dimensionless quantities parametrizing the magnitudes of the ''vertical'' mismatch field and the control field, respectively, whereas c 0,1 is a real positive constant defined in Eq. ͑B28͒. The amplitude of the 0,1 error field is most effectively minimized when the control field is in antiphase with the original locking phase of the slinky mode: i.e., when c ϭ lock ϩ. ͑174͒
In this case,
is made sufficiently small then the slinky mode will either unlock, and start to rotate, or breakup altogether, depending on which threshold is reached first. The unlocking threshold is specified in Eqs. ͑167͒ and ͑168͒, whereas the breakup threshold is determined by Eq. ͑146͒.
The thick conducting shell that surrounds a conventional RFP generally makes it difficult to control the plasma vertical and horizontal positions. Consequently, the 1,0 ''vertical'' mismatch field at the gaps in the shell tends to be relatively large, and also fluctuates in time. Thus, it may not be practical to cancel out the 0,1 component of this field, which also fluctuates in time. An alternative, and more practical, locked mode alleviation scheme is to use a rotating 0,1 error field to sweep the locking angle of the slinky mode, thereby reducing the heat load associated with this mode on the plasma facing surface. This approach has already been successfully implemented on the RFX device. 29 Suppose that the control field rotates uniformly at some relatively lowfrequency c : i.e., c ϭ c t. ͑176͒
It follows from Eqs. ͑122͒, ͑170͒, and ͑172͒ that the deviation of the slinky mode locking angle from its unperturbed value satisfies
For B c ϽB v , the locking angle oscillates about its unperturbed value. The amplitude of the oscillation is given by
However, for B c ϾB v the locking angle executes complete toroidal rotations around the device with angular frequency c .
IV. SUMMARY
In Sec. II of this paper we examine the formation of the slinky mode via the nonlinear coupling of multiple mϭ1 tearing modes resonant in the plasma core. This coupling is mediated by the nonlinearly driven 0, 1 mode, resonant at the reversal surface. The slinky mode forms as a result of a locking bifurcation. Likewise, the slinky mode breaks up as the result of an unlocking bifurcation. However, there is considerable hysteresis in the formation and breakup processes, since the locking threshold ͓which is obtained from Eq. ͑67͔͒ is much smaller than the unlocking threshold ͓which is obtained from Eq. ͑72͔͒, when both are expressed in terms of the typical amplitude of an mϭ1 tearing mode in the plasma core.
In general, the locking bifurcation by which a slinky mode forms is associated with a slight redistribution of the plasma toroidal angular momentum in the plasma core. This redistribution modifies the rotation frequencies of the core tearing modes such that they add coherently at one particular toroidal angle ͓see Sec. II F 4͔. This angle ͓which is specific by * ϭ0-see Eq. ͑63͔͒ rotates toroidally with the angular velocity of the plasma at the reversal surface. Thus, the slinky mode takes the form of a toroidally localized, coherent interference pattern in the magnetic field that corotates with the plasma at the reversal surface. The toroidal angular width of this pattern is determined solely by the number of locked mϭ1 modes. The larger the number of modes, the narrow the width of the pattern. In general, the slinky mode constitutes a relatively slowly rotating envelope within which the magnetic field exhibits high-n, high-frequency oscillations ͑assuming, as seems reasonable, that the plasma core rotates far more rapidly than the plasma at the reversal surface͒. The nature of these high-frequency oscillations is determined by the core plasma rotation rate, as well as the toroidal mode numbers of the mϭ1 modes that make up the slinky pattern. Note that, in general, the occurrence of a slowly rotating slinky mode does not necessarily imply that the plasma core is slowly rotating.
In Sec. II G we examine the effect of an enhanced ͑per-pendicular͒ plasma viscosity in the plasma core, relative to that at the plasma edge, on the formation and breakup of the slinky mode. Such an enhancement is likely to develop naturally in a RFP due to the stochasticity of the core magnetic field generated by overlapping magnetic islands. An en-hanced core viscosity significantly modifies the slinky formation process by forcing the saturated mϭ1 tearing modes in the plasma core to always rotate with identical phase velocities. This, in turn, requires the plasma core to corotate with the plasma at the reversal surface after the formation of the slinky mode. It follows that, in the presence of enhanced core viscosity, the formation of the slinky mode is associated with a significant reduction in the core plasma rotation. Enhanced core viscosity greatly simplifies the locking and unlocking bifurcations by which the slinky mode forms and breaks up, respectively, since it forces all of the mϭ1 tearing modes in the plasma core to lock and unlock simultaneously. In the absence of enhanced core viscosity, the slinky mode generally forms and breaks up in a piecemeal manner. Consequently, in the presence of enhanced core viscosity, the slinky formation and breakup thresholds take the particularly simple forms ͑95͒ and ͑98͒, respectively. An enhanced core viscosity also modifies the structure of the slinky mode by suppressing the high-n, high-frequency oscillations described previously. The criterion that must be satisfied before the core plasma viscosity can be regarded as being enhanced is given in Eq. ͑103͒.
In Sec. III of this paper we examine the interaction of a slinky mode with a static error field. This interaction is mediated by the 0,1 component of the field, which is resonant at the reversal surface. Either the error field arrests the rotation of the plasma at the reversal surface before the formation of the slinky mode ͑see Sec. III B͒, so that the mode subsequently forms as a nonrotating mode ͑see Sec. III C͒, or the slinky mode forms as a rotating mode and subsequently locks to the error field ͑see Sec. III D͒. In all cases, the locking and unlocking bifurcations are similar to those by which a tearing mode locks to and unlocks from an error field in a tokamak. 13 As always, there is considerable hysteresis in the locking/unlocking process, since the locking thresholds ͓given in Eq. ͑163͔͒ are much smaller than the corresponding unlocking thresholds ͓given in Eqs. ͑167͒ and ͑168͔͒. Furthermore, as described in Sec. III C, the criteria for the formation and breakup of the slinky mode are slightly modified when the reversal surface is locked to an error field.
The dominant error-field source in a RFP is usually a 1,0 field arising from the mismatch between the ''vertical'' magnetic fields interior and exterior to the conducting shell. Of course, the plasma experiences this field filtered through the gaps in the shell. In Sec. III E, it is demonstrated that if the shell contains a single poloidal gap and a single toroidal gap then the slinky mode only locks to the poloidal gap when the ''vertical'' error field points toward the toroidal gap. If there is a mismatch between the direction of the ''vertical'' error field and the poloidal location of the toroidal gap, then there is a corresponding mismatch between the locking angle of the slinky mode and the toroidal location of the poloidal gap. This calculation can be generalized to take account of more complicated gap arrangements in a fairly straightforward manner.
Finally, in Sec. III F we discuss two methods for alleviating the problems associated with a locked slinky mode. The first, and most obvious, method is to cancel out the accidentally produced error field responsible for locking the slinky mode using a deliberately generated ''control'' error field. It is assumed that the control field is a 0,1 perturbation ͑in the absence of the plasma and the conducting shell͒. It is found that the amplitude of the locking field is most effectively minimized when the control field is in antiphase with the locking phase of the slinky mode. If the amplitude of the control field is adjusted such that the locking field is made sufficiently small, then a bifurcation is triggered by which the slinky mode either unlocks, and starts to rotate, or breaks up altogether. The unlocking threshold is specified in Eqs. ͑167͒ and ͑168͒, whereas the breakup threshold is determined by Eq. ͑146͒. The second, and more practical, method is to sweep the locking angle of the slinky mode toroidally using a rotating control field. It is demonstrated that if the amplitude of the control field is too low, then the locking angle merely oscillates about its unperturbed value. However, above a certain critical value of this amplitude the locking angle executes complete toroidal rotations around the device at the angular oscillation frequency of the control field.
V. KEY RESULTS
The key new results of this paper are the following.
͑i͒
Equations ͑A77͒, ͑A99͒-͑A101͒, and ͑A104͒-͑A106͒, which describe the nonlinear electromagnetic coupling of the various different mϭ1 dynamo modes in a RFP. The nonlinear terms are calculated via quasilinear theory ͑i.e., using liner eigenfunctions͒. This weakly nonlinear approach is justified during the sawtooth ramp phases of a RFP discharge: i.e., when the highly nonlinear MHD dynamo is not active. ͑ii͒ Equations ͑67͒, which are a collection of nonlinear equations governing the phase relations of a set of saturated rotating dynamo modes subject to nonlinear electromagnetic locking torques and viscous restoring torques. The solution of these equations describes how the slinky mode forms via a series of bifurcations as the typical mode amplitude is increased. ͑iii͒ Equations ͑72͒, which are a collection of nonlinear equations governing the phase relations of a set of saturated dynamo modes that are phase locked together so as to form a rotating slinky mode. The solution of these equations describes how the slinky mode breaks up via a series of bifurcations as the typical mode amplitude is decreased. ͑iv͒ Equations ͑161͒ and ͑166͒, which describe the locking and unlocking, respectively, of a rotating slinky mode to a static error field.
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The plasma equilibrium
Consider a large aspect ratio, 21 zero-␤, 22 RFP plasma equilibrium whose unperturbed magnetic flux surfaces map out ͑almost͒ concentric circles in the poloidal plane. Such an equilibrium is well approximated as a periodic cylinder. Suppose that the minor radius of the plasma is a. Standard cylindrical polar coordinates (r,,z) are adopted. The system is assumed to be periodic in the z direction, with periodicity length 2R 0 , where R 0 is the simulated major radius of the plasma. It is convenient to define a simulated toroidal angle ϭz/R 0 .
The equilibrium magnetic field is written as
The associated equilibrium plasma current takes the form 0 Jϭ͓0,ϪB Ј ,͑rB ͒Ј/r͔,
͑A2͒
where Ј denotes d/dr. In a RFP ͉B /B ͉ϳO (1) 2 . The model RFP equilibrium used in this paper is the well-known ␣-⌰ 0 model, 30 according to which
͑A4͒
Here, both ␣ and ⌰ 0 are positive constants. Note that ϭconst ͑i.e., ␣→ϱ͒ corresponds to a Taylor state. 3, 31 In theory, a RFP equilibrium should relax to a Taylor state. In practice, relaxation occurs everywhere in the plasma apart from close to the edge, where the plasma is sufficiently cold and resistive that the strong equilibrium currents associated with a Taylor state cannot be maintained. Hence, ␣ is finite. In general, ⌰ 0 is such that there is a reversal surface, where B goes through zero, situated close to the plasma boundary.
The linear eigenmode equation
The linearized, marginally stable, ideal-MHD force balance equation takes the form ͑ j-" ͒Bϩ͑ J-" ͒bϪ͑ b-" ͒JϪ͑ B-" ͒jϭ0, ͑A5͒
where b and j are the perturbed magnetic field and plasma current, respectively. A general perturbed quantity can be written as
where m,n are integers. It is convenient to define m,n ͑ r,t ͒ϭϪirb r m,n ͑r,t͒. ͑A7͒
It follows that In a large aspect ratio RFP, ⑀Ӷ1 and mϳn⑀ϳO (1) . 32 Equation ͑A5͒ reduces to the well-known eigenmode equation
In the limit r→0, a regular solution to Eq. ͑A12͒ satisfies m,n ϳr ͉m͉ for m 0, and m,n ϳr 2 for the special case mϭ0.
Suppose that the plasma is surrounded by a vacuum gap, extending over the region aϽrϽb, which is bounded by a perfectly conducting shell situated at rϭb. It follows that (r)ϭ0 for aϽrϽb, and m,n ͑ b ͒ϭ0. ͑A15͒
Resonant modes
Let
A resonant mode satisfies 
͑A22͒
Here, C L m,n and C S m,n are known as the coefficients of the large and small solutions, respectively.
In a zero-␤ plasma it is possible to demonstrate that the coefficient of the large solution must be continuous across a mode rational surface, whereas the coefficient of the small solution may be discontinuous. 20, 26 Thus, the m,n mode can be characterized by two complex parameters:
The m,n eigenfunction can be written as
where m,n is a real solution of Eq. ͑A12͒, which is regular at rϭ0, satisfies the boundary condition ͑A15͒, and is continuous at the rational surface. In addition, m,n ͑ r s m,n ͒ϭ1. ͑A26͒
Incidentally, the boundary condition ͑A15͒ is equivalent to
͑A28͒
Here 
͑A29͒
Note that E m,n is a real number. As is well known, in a zero-␤ plasma the m,n mode is resistively unstable whenever E m,n Ͼ0, and is stable otherwise. 34 This type of instability is known as a tearing mode, since in its nonlinear phase it ''tears'' and reconnects the equilibrium magnetic field. 19 Likewise, E m,n is known as the tearing stability index for the m,n mode, and m,n (r,t) is the associated tearing eigenfunction.
Nonresonant modes
A nonresonant mode ͑i.e., a mode possessing no rational surface inside the plasma͒ cannot be resistively unstable, but may be ideally unstable. For such a mode, it is possible to define an ideal stability index,
assuming that m,n is regular at rϭ0. It is easily demonstrated that the m,n mode is ideally unstable if E * m,n Ͼ0, and is stable otherwise. 33 In this paper, it is assumed that all nonresonant modes are ideally stable. This is always the case, provided that the flux conserving shell is situated sufficiently close to the edge of the plasma. 35 
Linear layer theory
Ideal MHD breaks down in the immediate vicinity of the m,n mode rational surface. In this region, nonideal effects such as plasma inertia, resistivity, and viscosity become important. Suppose that
where ⌿ m,n , m,n , and m,n are real constants. Of course, m,n is the real frequency of the m,n mode. Asymptotic matching between the thin layer, centered on the rational surface, where ideal MHD breaks down, and the remainder of the plasma, where ideal MHD is valid, yields
Here, the complex parameter ⌬ m,n is termed the layer response function.
In the so-called viscoresistive regime, the layer response function takes the form are the hydromagnetic, resistive, and viscous time scales, respectively, evaluated at the m,n rational surface. Here, (r), (r), and (r) are the plasma mass density, ͑parallel͒ resistivity, and ͑perpendicular͒ viscosity, respectively. The criteria for the validity of the viscoresistive regime are set out in detail in Ref. 13 .
Nonlinear island theory
The nonlinear concomitant of the linear response regime discussed above is the well-known Rutherford regime. 19 A straightforward generalization of Rutherford's analysis ͑which makes ordering assumptions that are appropriate to tokamaks, but not to REPs͒ yields the following island width evolution equation: The criteria for the validity of the Rutherford regime are set out in detail in Ref. 13 .
The nonlinear eigenmode equation
The complete, marginally stable, ideal-MHD force balance equation takes the form 
The nonlinear coupling coefficients
Consider the nonlinear coupling of three tearing modes with mode numbers m 1 ,n 1 ; m 2 ,n 2 ; and m 3 ,n 3 , where where use has been made of Eqs. ͑A51͒-͑A52͒. Hence, zero flux-surface-averaged electromagnetic torque is exerted throughout the bulk of the plasma as a consequence of the nonlinear coupling of tearing modes. This is the expected result, since it is well known that zero flux-surface-averaged electromagnetic torque can be exerted in any region of the plasma governed by the equations of marginally stable ideal MHD.
11
Localized electromagnetic torques
The above demonstration that nonlinear mode coupling gives rise to no electromagnetic torques is valid in all regions of the plasma governed by the equations of marginally stable ideal MHD. However, these equations break down in the immediate vicinity of the rational surfaces associated with the three coupled tearing modes, so it is still possible that localized electromagnetic torques can develop at these surfaces. This is indeed the case. The fact that ( m,n )Ј is discontinuous across the m,n rational surface, whereas the 
where use has been made of Eqs. ͑A51͒-͑A52͒. In other words, the sum of all the localized nonlinear electromagnetic torques acting inside the plasma is zero, as is required by the conservation of angular momentum. Equations ͑A91͒-͑A96͒ generalize in a fairly straightforward manner to the case where there are more than three nonlinearly coupled tearing modes in the plasma.
The nonlinear tearing mode dispersion relation
Consider the nonlinear coupling of the m 1 ,n 1 ; m 2 ,n 2 ; and m 3 ,n 3 tearing modes, where the various mode numbers are related according to Eqs. ͑A51͒-͑A52͒. The nonlinearly modified dispersion relations for the three modes take the form 11 the localized poloidal and toroidal electromagnetic torques acting in the vicinity of the m,n mode rational surface can be written as
